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bstract

Sr-doped lanthanum manganite (LSM) is considered to be a suitable cathode material for solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC). Presently, bi-layer
ense structures of p-type LSM on n-type perovskite oxides are being considered for application as SOFC interconnections. In this paper, we have
easured the partial oxygen ion conductivity of LSM, an important property that is crucial to the design of such interconnections. Dense LSM was
uccessfully deposited on sintered yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) plates by DC-magnetron sputtering. The oxygen-ion conductivity of LSM was
easured as a function of oxygen partial pressure, pO2, by using the YSZ as an electron blocking method in the temperature range between 680

nd 880 ◦C.
2007 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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. Introduction

Sr-doped lanthanum manganite (LSM) is considered to be
suitable cathode material for solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC)

ecause of its high electronic conductivity, high catalytic activity
or oxygen reduction, and chemical and mechanical compati-
ility with solid electrolytes based on yttria-stabilized zirconia
1–5]. Conceptually it can also be employed as the p-type layer
f an n–p-type bi-layer interconnection in SOFCs as shown in
ig. 1. In an actual device, the p-type layer of the bi-layer inter-
onnection will be exposed to an oxidizing environment and
he n-type layer to reducing conditions. During operation of the
ell, the layer exposed to oxidizing conditions (cathodic side)
ill develop p-type conductivity and the layer exposed to reduc-

ng conditions (anodic side) will develop n-type conductivity.
f designed appropriately, such a structure has the potential to
emain chemically stable and serve as an excellent SOFC inter-

onnection, maintaining a high electronic conductivity across
ts thickness [6]. Apart from the high electronic conductivity,
he requirements for the bi-layer interconnection are low oxy-
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en ion conductivity and excellent stability in the high oxygen
artial pressure gradient present across the anodic and cathodic
hambers. To engineer the thicknesses of each layer in the bi-
ayer interconnection structure for chemical stability in the dual
anodic and cathodic) atmosphere, it is important to measure
he partial oxygen-ion conductivities in the individual layers as
function of oxygen partial pressure, pO2.

Yasuda measured the oxygen tracer diffusion coefficient of
intered LSM, which includes the compositions most frequently
sed as cathodes for SOFCs, as a function of composition, tem-
erature and oxygen partial pressure [7]. Belzner measured the
hemical diffusion coefficient of oxygen in strontium-doped lan-
hanum manganites using potentiostatic step method [8]. The
xide ionic conductivity was also calculated based on chemi-
al diffusion of oxygen and permeation measurements [9–11].
owever, experimental data is not readily available on oxygen

onic conductivity of LSM thin film as a function of temperature
nd oxygen partial pressure.

In this paper, we have evaluated the oxygen-ion conductiv-
ty of LSM thin film as a function of oxygen partial pressure

y using an electron-blocking method in the temperature range
etween 680 and 880 ◦C. Dense Sr-doped lanthanum manganite
lms were deposited on polycrystalline oxygen-ion conducting
ttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) plates by DC-magnetron sput-
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ig. 1. Bi-layer interconnection repeat element; the electrolyte of the SOFC is
ot shown in the figure.

ering and the conductivity was measured with a small DC bias
5–20 mV) across the bi-layer sample.

. Experimental details

.1. Target preparation

Powder of nominal composition La0.85Sr0.15MnO3 (LSM)
as prepared by the solid state reaction method. Stoichiometric
ixtures of La2O3 (99.99%), SrCO3 (99%), Mn2O3 (99.9%)
ere calcined at 1200 ◦C. The calcined powders were crushed

nd ball-milled, after which this procedure was repeated. The
ne LSM powders were uniaxially pressed in a cylindrical die

o obtain a sample of diameter 60 mm and thickness of 5 mm
o be used as a target in DC magnetron sputtering experiments.
he sample was sintered in air at 1450 ◦C for 10 h.

.2. Deposition of LSM film by DC magnetron sputtering

Yttria-stabilized zirconia (8YSZ) powder, purchased from
osoh USA, was pressed into pellets and sintered at 1500 ◦C
or 4 h. The pellets were polished using 0.25 �m diamond paste.
rior to film deposition, the substrates were successively rinsed

n de-ionized water, ultrasonically cleaned in acetone and finally
ried with dry nitrogen, before loading into the deposition cham-
er. The deposition chamber was then evacuated to a base
ressure below 5 × 10−6 Torr when the liquid-nitrogen trap was
lled. Sputtering was conducted in a 99.999% pure argon atmo-

phere. The argon pressure was 4 mTorr. The substrates were not
ntentionally heated during deposition, but the substrate tem-
erature rose to around 70 ◦C during deposition under typical
onditions. A constant current of 0.5 A was applied to the target

Fig. 2. Schematic of the specimens.
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ig. 3. XRD patterns of the (a) LSM powder, (b) as deposited film and (c) films
hich is annealed at 1000 ◦C for 10 h.

t a DC voltage of 195–200 V prior to film deposition. The tar-
ets were sputter-cleaned for 10 min with a shutter covering the
ubstrates.

The deposition was conducted for 2–5 h which produced
–5 �m thick films. Deposition rates of up to 1 �m h−1 could be
asily obtained with this magnetron sputtering equipment. After
eposition, the samples were annealed in air at 1000 ◦C for 10 h
hen cooled slowly to room temperature.

.3. Characterization

The target and the thin films were characterized by X-
ay diffraction (XRD) using a Rigaku diffractometer with
u K� radiation. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
avelength-dispersive spectrometry (WDS) were used to deter-
ine the morphology and the composition of the deposited
lms.

.4. Oxygen-ion conductivity measurement

A method analogous to the Hebb–Wagner (H–W) method
s used to determine the oxygen ionic conductivity of
a(Sr)MnO3(LSM). The cell used is schematically give as:

t(O2)/YSZ (1 mm)/La(Sr)MnO3 (4 �m)/Pt(O2)

here the yttria-stabilized zirconia is used as a blocking layer
o block the electronic current through the LSM during steady-
tate DC measurements under a small applied potential. Then,
i = V/I, where V is the applied voltage, I is the measured cur-

ent through the cell and Ri is the total ionic resistance of the
ell [12]. Similar to the H–W method, in this configuration,
he resistance of the 1 mm thick YSZ pellet to electronic cur-

ent is much larger than the resistance of the 4 �m thick LSM
ayer to ionic current, i.e., (RYSZ

el = ρYSZ
el LYSZ) � (RLSM

i =
LSM
i LLSM). For instance, at 800 ◦C and in an oxygen partial
ressure of pO2 = 10−4 atm, the electronic resistance, RYSZ

el of
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ig. 4. The SEM photographs of the sputtered LSM film on a YSZ substrate.

1 mm thick YSZ pellet is 3.2 × 105 � cm2 and the ionic resis-
ance of a 4 �m thick LSM layer, RLSM

i is 6.76 × 103 � cm2

9,13]. In the preceding discussion, RYSZ
el represents the area-

pecific electronic resistance of YSZ in � cm2, ρYSZ
el represents

he electronic resistivity of YSZ in � cm, LYSZ represents the
hickness of the YSZ pellet in cm, RLSM

i represents the area-
pecific ionic resistance of LSM in � cm2, ρLSM

i represents
he ionic resistivity of LSM in � cm and LLSM represents the
hickness of LSM layer in cm.

In blocking electrode experiments there is always the ques-
ion of which layer is functioning as the blocking layer, i.e.
hether the electronic current is being blocked by the YSZ

ayer or the ionic current by the LSM layer. As shown above,
ased on preliminary data available in the literature and the thick-
esses of the two layers, it is clearly that the electronic resistance

f the YSZ layer far exceeds the ionic resistance of the LSM
ayer. Thus, the YSZ pellet functions as the electron blocking
ayer.

ig. 5. The SEM photographs of the cross sections of sputtered LSM film on a
SZ.
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Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of the oxygen ion conductivity of LSM.

The configuration of the test specimen is shown in Fig. 2.
SM films were deposited by DC magnetron sputtering as
escribed above. Mixtures of O2, N2 and Ar/H2 were to control
xygen partial pressure. Oxygen partial pressure was moni-
ored in situ by a zirconia oxygen sensor in the experimental
hamber.

.5. XRD, SEM, and WDS results

Fig. 3 shows representative XRD spectra from the LSM pow-
er, 2 �m-thick films as-deposited by DC magnetron sputtering
nd the same film, which is annealed at 1000 ◦C for 10 h. The
RD indicates that the powder (a) has a single-phase of pseudo-

etragonal structure. The as-deposited film (b) was amorphous
s indicated by the lack of any reflections from the perovskite
hase and only appearance of the peaks of the YSZ substrate. The
rystallinity of this sample improved after annealing at 1000 ◦C
or 10 h (c) as indicated by the appearance of LSM peaks. The
RD pattern of the LSM film is the same as that of the powdered

ample except for the intensity ratio.
The morphology and microstructure of the films in the

icrometer range was investigated by SEM. Figs. 4 and 5 show
he surface view and the fractured cross-section of the sputtered
SM on YSZ substrate, which was annealed at 1000 ◦C for 10 h
fter deposition. It indicates that the LSM film is crack-free, very
ense and well-bonded to the YSZ substrate, which is important
rom the standpoint of measuring the ionic conductivity of the
SM film.
Table 1 shows the chemical composition of film deposited
y DC magnetron sputtering and targets analyzed by WDS. The
hemical composition of the resultant film is slightly different
rom the target composition.

able 1
hemical composition of film deposited by DC magnetron sputtering and target
nalyzed by WDS

Film Target

ample La0.96Sr0.08MnO2.991 La0.87Sr0.157MnO2.987
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[
istry, CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL, 1997, p. 248.
ig. 7. The oxygen partial pressure dependence of the oxygen ion conductivity
f LSM.

The oxygen ion conductivity of LSM was measured using a
ethod analogous to the H–W method as described in Section

.4. Independent conductivity and transport number measure-
ents show that the ionic resistance of the YSZ plate is only

round 0.2–3% of the total measured resistance in our experi-
ents, i.e. the largest part of the total resistance is the oxygen

on resistance of LSM. So, in this paper, the total resistance of
he cell was used to calculate the oxygen ion conductivity of
SM. The temperature dependence of the oxygen ion conduc-

ivity of LSM at different oxygen partial pressure is shown in
ig. 6. The relationship between the ln σiT and 1/T showed an
xpected linear relationship. The value of the activation energy
f the oxygen ion conductivity is slightly different at different
xygen partial pressures. The activation energy of the oxygen
on conductivity in air is about 101 kJ mol−1.

The oxygen partial pressure dependence of the oxygen ion
onductivity of LSM is shown in Fig. 7. As shown here, the oxy-
en ionic conductivity was almost proportional to the 1/5 power
f the oxygen partial pressure at the higher range from 10−3 to
atm. This is different from the dependence expected from the
xygen vacancy diffusion mechanism in which oxygen vacan-
ies are considered to control the ionic diffusion. The oxygen
on-stoichiometry measured by Mizusaki et al. [14] has a weak
O2 dependence in the pO2 range of 10−3 to 1 atm. Therefore,

he dependence observed in this measurement is most likely not
elated to the pO2 dependence of oxygen vacancy concentration
n LSM, but due to the diffusion of oxide ions through grain
oundaries.

[
[

[

Sources 173 (2007) 887–890

A similar phenomenon was observed in doped lanthanum
hromite thin films. Lanthanum chromite is also a p-type semi-
onductor [15]. The value of oxygen ion conductivity measured
t 880 ◦C in air is 7.1 × 10−7 S cm−1, which is of the same order
f magnitude as determined by isotope diffusion measurements
7].

. Conclusions

Dense Sr-doped lanthanum manganite (LSM) films were
eposited on polycrystalline oxygen-ion conducting yttria-
tabilized zirconia (YSZ) plates by DC-magnetron sputtering.

method analogous to the H–W method is used to determine
he oxygen ionic conductivity of La(Sr)MnO3. In the oxygen
artial pressure range of 10−3 to 1 atm, the ionic conductivity
anges from 10−7.3 to 10−6 S cm−1.
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